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A Legal and Spiritual Resistance to the New World Order
“If you want a picture of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human
face—forever." -George Orwell, Author of “1984’
A battle for the future of mankind has been going on for many centuries. We
are in the final phases of the battle, where unless there is sufficient resistance
both legally and spiritually, America and the freedom’s it represents is about to
violently gang-raped in the public square and shot to death. The men and
women who will commit this crime are in the media, military, politics, science,
art, culture, education and they could be you and I. The future is not fixed.
What we believe and what we do will determine the outcome. Many do not
recognize that America’s death and rape will soon be their own, there is
nowhere to hide. Freedom of speech, freedom of the press, freedom of religion
taken from one group will quickly be stolen from all.
The American Republic along with its unique Constitutional freedom’s was
stolen by criminals late one Christmas Eve with the passage of the Federal
Reserve Act in 1913. While America was celebrating the birth of their Savior
Jesus Christ, a coup was arranged. Now Savior it is illegal to celebrate our
Savior’s birth in public buildings, schools and public property. There is a direct
correlation between the passage of the Federal Reserve Act in 1913 and the fact
that open displays of nativity scenes are now illegal. In an act that was in direct
violation of our Constitution and Bill of Rights, an independent and private
banking cartel of twelve banks, called the Federal Reserve seized control of the
money supply of the United States of America. Our founding fathers warned us
repeatedly of the danger of these Central Banks, which is what the Federal
Reserve is. The Federal Reserve is a completely private organization of
international bankers, which is not legally accountable to our government or
its people. The Federal Reserve does not have to give account of what it does
with the money it gets from you the taxpayer, it cannot be audited and its
membership is secret.

President Thomas Jefferson was so concerned about the danger of these
Central Banks or the Federal Reserve that he issued this warning:
“If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their
money, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and corporations that
will grow up around them will deprive the people of their property until their
children will wake up homeless on the continent that their fathers conquered.”
This is exactly what is happening in America today while our Corporatecontrolled media and government conceals the real truth from the American
people ,that this present financial crisis is completely manufactured. Watch
and listen to your favorite conservative media personalities.
Notice that very, very few of them will discuss and explain the full truth of the
Federal Reserve and yet you choose to worship these conservative “media
stars.” I was a regular guest on the largest cable news shows in the world for
over a decade. I debated famous politicians and the top editors at the biggest
financial publications and investment firms in the world. The unspoken rule
was that you were not allowed to talk about the Federal Reserve. The majority
of people I debated had no idea what the Federal Reserve was all about,
although they would refer to the “Fed,” constantly, they knew nothing about it.
Yet, Baron Nathan Mayer de Rothschild 1777-1836 said, “I care not what
puppet is placed on the throne of England to rule the Empire. The man who
controls Britain’s money supply controls the British Empire and I control the
British money supply.”
The great science fiction writer, Robert Heinlein wrote, “Every Congressman,
every Senator knows precisely what cause inflation, but can’t (won’t) support
the drastic reforms to stop it (repeal the Federal Reserve Act) because it would
cost him his job and probably his life.”
We are witnessing the planned destruction of the dollar and the euro. There
are some exceptions, but the men and women we elect to lead our nation have
sold us down the river because they do not work for “we the people,” they are
the puppets of the international bankers. The average American and European
are clueless as to why the financial system is collapsing all around them and
then they blame themselves for not working harder and not being more
educated. I blow the lid off this in my new 3-DVD series, “Are You Ready for
the Coming One World Government, One World Economic System and the
Coming One World Religion?” and in my best-selling book, “The Day The
Dollar Died.”

The international banking elite totally control the global economic and
political system. They look at us as “useless eaters,” “serfs” and they are in the
process of “culling the herd,” which means they are going to kill of billions of
people from this planet through food shortages which they create, diseases
which they create in laboratories and then spread through vaccinations, war
and GMO food which will weaken your immune system. All universal health
care systems are based on Hitler’s T4 universal health care system, which is
based on rationing and death panels. The Fabian Socialists, or as they like to
call themselves, “the scientific elite,” like Bertrand Russell and H.G. Wells
openly advocated nuclear war and disease as a means of radically reducing the
world’s population .
The Rothschild Brothers of London in 1863 actually came right out and
explained how the financial system actually works:
“The few that understand the system, will either be so interested in its profits,
or so dependent on its favors that there will be no opposition from that class.
The great body of people, are mentally incapable of comprehending the
tremendous advantages, will bear its burden without complaint, and perhaps
without even suspecting that the system is inimical to their interests.”
The economic shockwaves that just happened in Europe will soon come to
America. It is part of the design of the international bankers who are moving
us into a global government and one world economic system. Knowledge is
power, but the people are more interested in mindless entertainment, than in
truth that could change their lives. The creator of the Ford Motor Company,
Henry Ford commented, "It is well that the people of the nation do not
understand our banking and monetary system, for if they did, I believe there
would be a revolution before tomorrow morning."
What is our response to such a statement? I believe that it is possible to legally
and spiritually change the system and preserve our Constitutional rights. We
live in a day where mind control has become a technology that has grown just
as exponentially as biotechnology and computer technology. Most people do
not understand that their understanding of scientific technology is 50-100
years behind what the actual level of what science has already achieved. We
live in the world that the great science fiction writers dreamed of, but are not
commonly public knowledge.
Terms like transhumanism, post human, biophotons, interspecies breeding
and vast array of new sciences are not commonly grasped and neither are there
implications. There are new forms of energy already available that could make

a world reliant on nuclear and oil energy a thing of the past. The
breakthroughs in cloning and DNA are so far into the future that most people
would have great difficulty accepting what these technologies can do.
Which bring us to the point of what breakthroughs are available to us now that
give us the power to legally and spiritually transform our nation? Most people
feel powerless against a monolithic system which is global in nature. But, that
powerlessness is an illusion.
Powerlessness comes into our lives through a variety of ways. One way is
theological. I am widely regarded as an international expert on the subject of
Bible prophecy. I speak at many large conventions and I am the author of 22
books. In addition, I am a professor at a university where I teach prophecy.
Yet, I continually get Emails from people who do not really understand what
the Bible teaches prophetically. Here is what someone wrote me.
“What you're saying is that God's prophecy is changeable. This, I do not accept.
God's word is like a movie, it plays out in a fixed timetable.” This Email was in
response to my News with Views article entitled, “I DREAMED OF THE
FUTURE AND WOKE UP SCREAMING.” I empathize with what the reader
was trying to communicate. Yet, he did not actually read what I was saying. I
believe that God is Sovereign and that it prophetic timetable will come to pass
exactly as He planned. In other words, man cannot change God’s prophetic
program.
But, throughout the Scripture God interacts with man as prophecy is fulfilled.
Just read the dialogue that God had with Abraham before He destroyed
Sodom. The Bible does not teach fatalism! The reader revealed something very
interesting about his perspective on Bible prophecy. Read part of my reply to
him:
“Now where do I remotely suggest we can change God's prophetic program!
But, we are not to see ourselves as sitting in a movie theatre seat simply
watching! We are active participants in God's prophetic program.”
He revealed that his perspective on Bible prophecy “as sitting in a movie
theatre seat” simply watching! Whether you are religious or not, you cannot
see yourself as a spectator or someone watching reality from a movie theatre
seat. You are an active partner with God in what is happening in our nation
and world. African American people would still be picking cotton for their
masters, if people did not choose to get involved.

This article is the first part in a series entitled, “WHO WILL RULE THE
FUTURE?” Time does not permit to everything in just Part One. However, I
would like to leave you with this challenge. What happens to America in the
next few years will be the direct result of your choices. In other words, in a
Universe created by God, you are responsible. God put you here, in this time
period, for a purpose. Before you arrived here at this time, He knew the nature
of the challenges you would face and He has already given us the resources to
deal with the challenges.
It is a false belief to believe you are helpless, a victim and there is nothing you
can do. If there is nothing you can do, then why did God put you here? Yes, He
gave you free choice and you can choose to be a useless victim. However, God
did not create you to be a victim. You are not to give in to fear. In this world
and this universe, at this very moment, are all the resources you need to
accomplish the task at hand. We have everything we need to get the job done.
The time has come to place our minds and hearts in the position of using
wisely what He has given us. It is when we put our hearts in minds in that
position, which is called humility that the answers and resources will flow.
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